
QUASAR ELECTRONICS KIT No 1072  
SIMPLE LIGHT SENSITIVE SWITCH FOR 220V LIGHT BULBS  

 

General Description 
 
There are cases that a light bulb is needed to turn on whenever no other source of light is 
available within a room. Similarly, it is also needed to turn off as soon as there is adequate 
light available. This light sensitive switch is capable of switching a light bulb in this manner. 
Such a switch may be fitted in the children’s’ room. Young children always need to have 
some sort of light available in their room. It is often the case that the child is left to sleep 
through the afternoon hours just to wake up in the evening and find that it is left alone in 
the darkness. It obviously gets scared and cries.  
Kit 1072 can take care of this. It can be insta lled in the child’s room and turn a small light 
on as soon as darkness falls. The child will never wake up and find himself in the darkness 
again. 
There are also times that someone stays late in the study room. The work is so exciting 
that darkness falls outside the house and no one takes notice. The light available within 
the study room becomes inadequate, the eyes get tired and hurt. Yet it is only when 
someone else walks into the room and turns the lights on that the low light level is actually 
appreciated. 
Kit 1072 can take care of this too. It can be installed in the study room and turn the lights 
on so as to keep the illumination level steady. No matter how exciting the work is, the 
reader will not have to hurt his eyes again. 
 

 
Technical Specifications - Characteristics 
 
- Power supply voltage :..........220 VAC,  
- Load power :..........................150 W (without a heatsink),  
- Ability to adjust the level of light available (high, medium, or low light level) 
- Use of both positive and negative half-periods of the 220V supply, thus offering full power 
capability. 
 

 
How it Works 
 
Fig. 1 shows the circuit’s schematic diagram. It is clear that it consists of a very simple 
design. R1, P1 and LDR1 form a voltage divider. This divider sets the operating point of 
the gate of TRIAC TRi1. TRIAC TRi1 is the actual 220 V switch of the load. There is also a 
DIAC connected in between them. This is D1. Its threshold voltage sets the point at which 
the TRIAC gate is fired. The resistance of photoresistor LDR1, falls to a low value 
whenever light falls on its surface. As a consequence, capacitor C1 cannot get charged 
adequately so as to attain a voltage high enough to trigger the DIAC. The TRIAC is 
therefore not fired whenever there is an adequate light level around LDR1.  
This light level is set by adjusting trimmer P1. 
On the other hand, the resistance of photoresistor LDR1 rises to a high value as soon as 
there is little light falling on it. In this case, capacitor C1 is charged properly and attains a 
voltage high enough to trigger the DIAC. This, in turn, fires the gate of TRi1 and the load 
(most probably a 220V light bulb) is thus turned on. Trimmer P1 adjusts the light level at 



which this switching action takes place. 
 

 
Construction 
 
First of all let us consider a few basics in building electronic circuits on a printed circuit 
board. The board is made of a thin insulating material clad with a thin layer of conductive 
copper that is shaped in such a way as to form the necessary conductors between the 
various components of the circuit. The use of a properly designed printed circuit board is 
very desirable as it speeds construction up considerably and reduces the possibility of 
making errors. Quasar Electronics Kit boards also come pre-drilled and with the outline of 
the components and their identification printed on the component side to make 
construction easier. To protect the board during storage from oxidation and assure it gets 
to you in perfect condition the copper is tinned during manufacturing and covered with a 
special varnish that protects it from getting oxidised and makes soldering easier. Soldering 
the components to the board is the only way to build your circuit and from the way you do 
it depends greatly your success or failure. This work is not very difficult and if you stick to a 
few rules you should have no problems. The soldering iron that you use must be light and 
its power should not exceed the 25 Watts. The tip should be fine and must be kept clean at 
all times. For this purpose come very handy specially made sponges that are kept wet and 
from time to time you can wipe the hot tip on them to remove all the residues that tend to 
accumulate on it.  
 
 
DO NOT file or sandpaper a dirty or worn out tip. If the tip cannot be cleaned, replace it. 
There are many different types of solder in the market and you should choose a good 
quality one that contains the necessary flux in its core, to assure a perfect joint every time. 
 
 
DO NOT use soldering flux apart from that which is already included in your solder. Too 
much flux can cause many problems and is one of the main causes of circuit malfunction. 
If nevertheless you have to use extra flux, as it is the case when you have to tin copper 
wires, clean it very thoroughly after you finish your work. In order to solder a component 
correctly you should do the following: 
 
Clean the component leads with a small piece of emery paper. - Bend them at the correct 
distance from the component body and insert the component in its place on the board. 
 
You may find sometimes a component with heavier gauge leads than usual, that are too 
thick to enter in the holes of the p.c. board. In this case use a mini drill to enlarge the holes 
slightly. Do not make the holes too large as this is going to make soldering difficult 
afterwards. 
 
Take the hot iron and place its tip on the component lead while holding the end of the 
solder wire at the point where the lead emerges from the board. The iron tip must touch 
the lead slightly above the p.c. board. 
 
When the solder starts to melt and flow wait till it covers evenly the area around the hole 
and the flux boils and gets out from underneath the solder. The whole operation should not 
take more than 5 seconds. Remove the iron and let the solder to cool naturally without 
blowing on it or moving the component. If everything was done properly the surface of the 



joint must have a bright metallic finish and its edges should be smoothly ended on the 
component lead and the board track. If the solder looks dull, cracked, or has the shape of 
a blob then you have made a dry joint and you should remove the solder (with a pump, or 
a solder wick) and redo it. 
 
Take care not to overheat the tracks as it is very easy to lift them from the board and break 
them. 
 
When you are soldering a sensitive component it is good practice to hold the lead from the 
component side of the board with a pair of long-nose pliers to divert any heat that could 
possibly damage the component. 
 
Make sure that you do not use more solder than it is necessary as you are running the risk 
of short-circuiting adjacent tracks on the board, especially if they are very close together. - 
After having finished your work cut off the excess of the component leads and clean the 
board thoroughly with a suitable solvent to remove all flux residues tha t still remain on it. 
 
A printed circuit board is provided for this circuit. Its dimensions are 22x33 mm. This board 
is therefore small enough so as to be installed almost anywhere. Thus, no extra casing is 
required. 
Fig. 2 shows the component layout diagram of the circuit. Fig. 3 shows the pin connections 
of TRIAC, LDR and the DIAC. The components may be easily installed simply by taking 
the fig. 2 diagram as a guide. It is preferable to follow a specific order though.  
Resistor R1 is installed first in an upright position. DIAC D1 is installed next with capacitor 
C1, trimmer P1 and TRIAC TRi1, following in this order. The 220V power supply is 
connected to points 1 and 2. The load is connected to points 3 and 4. 
Photoresistor LDR1 must be installed in such a way so as to have the room’s light falling 
on it. It may be necessary to use a piece of wire in order to connect it to the board in this 
case. 
ATTENTION: THERE ARE 220 V ON ALL POINTS OF THE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD. 
SUCH VOLTAGE IS LETHAL. 
In the case that LDR1 is actually installed in some distance from the main board, it is 
important not to touch its metal part.  
IT IS REPEATED THAT THE 220 V VOLTAGE IS LETHAL. EVERYONE SHOULD PAY 
PARTICULAR ATTENTION WHEN HANDLING SUCH VOLTAGES AND NOT RISK HIS 
LIFE. 
It is good practice to run a check on the installation of all the components of the board 
before operating the circuit. It is better to run an early check instead of an early repair. 
A bulb may be connected between points 3 and 4, as soon as the circuit is checked and 
any mistakes found are corrected. Points 1 and 2 should be connected to the 220 V 
supply. 
There are two possible cases at this point: 
a) The bulb may be turned off by the circuit. In this case, photoresistor LDR1 should be 
CAREFULLY covered. The bulb should light up. Its intensity should be increased as long 
as the light incident on LDR1 is decreased. 
 
b) The bulb may be turned on by the circuit. In this case, trimmer P1 should be 
CAREFULLY adjusted so as to turn the bulb off. Photoresistor LDR1 should be 
CAREFULLY covered as soon as this happens. There should be a small amount of light 
incident on it. The bulb should turn on again. The less light falls on it, the brighter the bulb 
should be. 
 



NOTE: The bulb connected at the output is trembling each time the amount of light 
incident on the photoresistor LDR1 is gradually reduced. This is something to be expected 
since the TRIAC’s gate is fired for a series of full half-periods the number of which is 
adjusted by the voltage at capacitor C1. It is NOT fired at an angle with respect to the 
beginning of each half-period. 
 
 

 
 
Adjustments 
 
This kit does not need any adjustments, if you follow the building instructions. 

 
Warning 
 
Quasar Electronics kits are sold as stand alone training kits. 
If they are used as part of a larger assembly and any damage is caused, our company 
bears no responsibility. 
 
While using electrical parts, handle power supply and equipment with great care, following 
safety standards as described by international specs and regulations. 
 
ATTENTION: THERE ARE 220 V ON ALL POINTS OF THE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD. 
SUCH VOLTAGE IS LETHAL. 
In the case that LDR1 is actually installed in some distance from the main board, it is 
important not to touch its metal part.  
IT IS REPEATED THAT THE 220 V VOLTAGE IS LETHAL. EVERYONE SHOULD PAY 
PARTICULAR ATTENTION WHEN HANDLING SUCH VOLTAGES AND NOT RISK HIS 
LIFE. 
 
 

 
If it does not work 
 
1. The power supply should be disconnected. THERE IS EXTREME DANGER IF THIS IS 
NOT DONE.  
2. All components should be CAREFULLY checked. Any components that are excessively 
hot, distorted, or look suspicious, should be checked or replaced. 
3. Are any components installed the wrong way round or at the wrong place? 
4. Are there any dry joints? A proper joint is spread all over the pad and is shiny. A dry 
joint is dull, bulky and has the shape of a ball. 
5. Is there any short circuit formed between neighbouring printed circuit pads? 
6. Has any solderene been used? Any solderene residues left behind should be thoroughly 
cleaned. 
If all these are checked and found to be correct, it is possible to reconnect the power 
supply.  



If your project still fails to work, please contact us for information about our Get-You-Going 
service. 
 

 
Electronic Diagram 
 

 

 

 
Parts List 
 
All components including printed circuit board, assembly instructions including schematics 
and detailed parts list are supplied when you purchase the kit. 

 

Ordering 
 
For pricing info and online ordering please visit: 
 
http://www.quasarelectronics.com/1072.htm 
 
For further info please contact us by e-mail:  
 
mailto: sales@QuasarElectronics.com  
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